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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
News
Presentation informs students
of the economics of drugs
and gangs.
Story on Page 3
Sports
Men’s basketball team plays
host to McKendree College.
Story on Page 12
Sports
Women’s basketball team
returns home after three-
game road swing.
Story on Page 12
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Faculty Senate seeks input
By Joseph Ryan
Staff writer
The Faculty Senate is requesting
faculty input on tentative recom-
mendations made at Tuesday’s
meeting concerning web-based and
technology enhanced courses. 
The tentative recommendations
were derived from the Faculty Fall
Forum that was held on Nov. 7, dur-
ing which faculty members met to
discuss in separate groups the topics
of technology support, online cours-
es and the Eastern mission state-
ment. 
“We are looking for feedback on
these recommendations and then we
will formalize them to be sent to the
various involved committees or the
university as a whole,” said James
Tidwell, Faculty Senate chair.
The senate will review the tenta-
tive recommendations for approval
at the first meeting of the spring
semester. 
The technology support discus-
sion group of the Faculty Fall
Forum devised six tentative recom-
mendations. 
n Create an organization for
academic technology needs that
reports directly to the vice president
of academic affairs so that academ-
ic needs of technology are more
adequately addressed. 
n Create a technology plan that
is future oriented with input from
the faculty. 
n Pursue additional funding
from the Illinois Board of Higher
Education and Illinois General
Assembly for needed technological
advancement.
n Create a centralized academ-
ic technology support group to
assist faculty in better utilizing tech-
nology in their classrooms and
developing online courses. 
n Create a mechanism that
allows faculty to install their own
computer hardware and software as
well as provide minor repairs or
hardware/software upgrades. 
What if
humans
were
more like
animals?
By Christina Ortiz
Staff writer
If animals could talk, how
would they express their feelings
and emotions? If humans were
more like animals, what would be
different?
These were just a few of the
questions Sandy Cox, assistant
director of Eastern’s counseling
center, asked students at the pre-
sentation titled “If Animals Could
Talk” held Tuesday evening in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room of the
Martin Luther King, Jr. University
Union.
The presentation held did not
have a scientific approach. It was
simply a discussion of how people
perceive animal’s feelings and how
we can relate to them.
“The two main feelings people
think animals feel are fear and grief
because they are the most observ-
able,” Cox said.
Students agreed that animals
express fear better than humans do.
Examples of animals that show fear
very well were dogs, horses, snakes
and turtles. Dogs tend to cower
when they are afraid, horses run
away, snakes hiss and rattle and
turtles go inside their shells.
“For humans, fear is often seen
as a weakness. For animals, fear is
an instinct.  Humans defend their
feelings and emotions more,” Cox
said.
Fear is often a problem for peo-
ple who are in relationships. People
may have a fear of commitment or
rejection, she said. As a result of
hiding fear in relationships, there
are often many misunderstandings.
Many people in relationships are
afraid of being tied down to some-
one or getting hurt and usually do
not communicate these fears.
“If we’re not honest with our
feelings, then our relationships are
not honest,” Cox said.
Unlike fear, grief is very accept-
able in society. It is acceptable for
people to grieve over people they
have lost in their lives.
Animals also experience grief
and show similar symptoms to
those of humans.  For example,
dogs won’t eat and will tend to
oversleep. They may show symp-
toms of depression.
Trust and respect are two things
most people look for in relation-
ships. Humans exhibit trust and
respect differently than animals do.
Stay tuned for changes
Kate Mitchell / Staff photographer
Mark Leipart, a freshman undecided major, watches cable television Tuesday afternoon while reading the sports section of the Chicago Tribune in the lobby
of Thomas Hall. Residence halls will soon switch to TCI for their cable service. Changes to the service will include a student announcement channel, a cam-
pus announcement channel and a movie channel that plays movies chosen by students. Students will get to vote on about 16 different movies every month,
giving them viewing control.
Students have mixed reactions about new cable system in university housing
By Katie Cavarretta
Staff writer
Students have voiced mixed
reactions to the new cable televi-
sion lineup for university housing
that eliminates HBO.
The new cable television sys-
tem will include a student
announcement channel, a campus
announcement channel and a
movie channel that plays movies
chosen by students. 
Students will be able to vote
on the movies shown on the chan-
nel, which will total about 16
movies a month, Bill Schnackel,
director of housing, previously
said.
The new programming will
include Comedy Central, the Disney
Channel, MTV, Nickelodeon,
CNBC, Fox, ESPN, VH-1, C-Span
I and Fox Sports Chicago. However,
the new line-up does not include any
network movie channels. TCI, the
new cable provider, will get new
releases to choose from before the
video stores or HBO, Schnackel
said.
This change is all part of a
$7.5 million project throughout
university housing to rewire all
telephone, cable and Internet
lines. 
Some students are strongly
opposed to these changes while
others remain optimistic about
the cable changes.
Nichole Claus, a senior speech
communication major, said she
was shocked to learn of these
changes.
“I don’t think the students will
like it. There’s no way they can
replace something as popular as
HBO with a channel that only
plays 16 movies a month,” Claus
said.
Jamie Stauss, a freshman fam-
ily consumer science major, also
does not believe the new lineup
will be better. 
“Who would want to watch
the same 16 movies over and
over?” she said. “Or who is going
to sit and watch campus clips? I
just think that people would
rather have HBO.”
Beth Felthous, a sophomore
undecided major, is also strongly
opposed to these changes.  
See CHANGES Page 9
See INPUT Page 9
Feedback is requested on web-based and technology enhanced courses
See ANIMALS Page 9
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Theft
n William A. Hutson, 20, of the
900 block of First Street, reported
at 10:20 a.m. Nov. 23 that the pas-
senger sliding door window of his
1993 Plymouth Voyager was bro-
ken at the same address.
n Staci J. Case, 21, of the 1800
block of Ninth Street, reported at
4:08 p.m. Nov 16, that 10 of her
CDs, and possibly 50 of her
boyfriend’s CDs, were stolen from
her car at the same address.
blotter
police
Comic strip comes to life
in upcoming musical
By Jennifer Rigg
Staff writer
For fans of the comic strip
“Peanuts,” the theater department’s
production of “You’re a Good Man,
Charlie Brown” will provide one
more look at all the characters.
The play opens at 7 p.m.
Thursday on the Mainstage Theater
of the Doudna Fine Arts Center.
The play was originally written
in 1967 and was based on the comic
strip, “Peanuts,” said Jean Wolski,
theatre arts professor.
“Anybody that is familiar with
the comic strip will love this musi-
cal,” Wolski said. 
The musical features the
unlucky Charlie Brown, shrewish
Lucy, Snoopy the dog, blanket-lov-
ing Linus, piano-playing Schroeder
and little blond Patty (not
Peppermint Patty who came along
years later.) 
The characters will be played by
Jason Blackburn, Liz Marfia,
Jennie Pepsnik, Phillip Ash, Joe
Raab and Jessica Mahrt. The musi-
cal will be directed by Jean Wolski
with settings designed by David
Wolski and costumes designed by
Christy Joern. 
“It’s a lot of fun,” Wolski said.
“People are going to recognize situ-
ations they remember from the
comic strip. You’ll get a good feel
for the whole gang.”
Other performances will be held
at 7 p.m. Friday, and Dec. 7, 8 and
special 2 p.m. matinees on Saturday
and Sunday on the Mainstage of
Doudna Fine Arts Center. 
Tickets for adults are $9, $7 for
seniors, faculty and staff and $4.50
for students.
Refreshments will be provided
after the show.
University Board brings renowned hypnotist back to Eastern’s campus
By Lacia Douglas
Staff writer
Eastern and the University
Board, by popular demand, have-
brought Dr. Jim Wand, master of
the mind and famous hypnotist,
back to campus.
Wand will be performing at 8
p.m. tonight in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
Wand is the founder and owner
of Wand Enterprises and The
Hypnosis Agency.  He has been
involved in the field of hypnosis
for over 20 years, has over 5,000
professional engagements to his
credit and has hypnotized over a
million people.  
Wand holds a Ph.D in the field
of psychology and is considered
to be one of the most professional
hypnotic entertainers in the world
today, said the Jim Wand Web
site.
Eastern and University Board
have been sponsoring events with
Wand for the last seven to nine
years and have been booking him
for shows for the last four to five
years, said Ceci Brinker, director
of student life.
The University Board first
encountered Wand when mem-
bers attended their regional con-
ference of National Association of
Campus Activities. This confer-
ence is a professional conference
where the University Board staff
previews different types of enter-
tainment performers for campus
events, she said.
Wand performs two-part
shows: half is entertainment and
the other consists of educational
workshops where he teaches how
hypnosis helps effective studying,
weight loss, and self-improve-
ment. The part of the show that he
will perform here at Eastern is the
entertainment part, Brinker said. 
Wand will choose students
from the audience, hypnotize
them and make them do silly and
crazy acts, she said.
“I think students are in for a
treat and students should come
out and enjoy the opportunity to
experience Jim Wand live,”
Brinker said.
Admission to the performance
is free for students with their ID
and $5 for general public.
n 2 p.m., International Tea, Charleston/
Mattoon Room, MLK Jr. University Union
n 3:30 p.m., English Colloquium: Cuba “Tus
Hijos Lloran: A Personal Perspective on
Cuba,” Coleman Hall Room 333
n 5 p.m., “The Strong Finish - Final Exams,”
Ninth Street Hall Room 2016
n 8 p.m., Hypnotist Jim Wand, Martin Luther
King Jr. Unviersity Union Grand Ballroom
n 5 p.m., “The Strong Finish - Final Exams,”
Ninth Street Hall Room 2016
n 7 p.m., “You’re A Good Man, Charlie
Brown,” Mainstage Theater
n 7:30 p.m., Jazz Combos Concert, Dvorak
Concert Hall, Doudna Fine Arts Center
n 7:30 p.m., “Living A Pagan Life in a
Republican Society,” Oakland Room, Martin
Luther King Jr. Univeristy Union
n 10 a.m. - 3 p.m., AIDS Memorial Quilt on
display, Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union Walkway
n 7 p.m., “You’re a Good Man, Charlie
Brown,” Mainstage, Doudna Fine Arts
Center
forecast
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30°
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What’s on
tap?
Kate Mitchell / Staff photographer
Back and forth
Katie Taake, a sophomore undecided major and Trish Ackerman, a senior dietetics major, both campus recreation center
staff members, take some time out Tuesday evening to play a game of ping-pong in the Rec center in Lantz building.
Special events open to all students, faculty, staff and community members can be published in What’s on tap. Events limited to spe-
cific groups or organizations or regularly scheduled events can be published in CampusClips. To have your event included send
details, including time, date, place and cost, to cualt2@pen.eiu.edu or bring a written statement to 1811 Buzzard Hall.
FridayThursdayToday
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Senate will 
discuss the
extension of
Gregg Triad lab
By Jeremy Pelzer
Staff writer
The Student Senate will discuss a resolu-
tion tonight recommending the Gregg Triad
computer lab remain open until 10 p.m. on
Fridays and Saturdays.
The meeting is at 7 p.m. in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
Currently, the Triad Computer Lab is
only open until 4:45 p.m. on Fridays and
Saturdays. The resolution will recommend
extending the Computer Lab hours “in order
to facilitate the educational process.”
Last semester, the Student Senate passed
a resolution recommending the hours be
extended from 4:45 p.m. until 10 p.m. on
Friday and Saturdays, and this semester the
hours of the computer lab returned to 4:45
p.m., said Adam Weyhaupt, speaker of the
Student Senate.
Senate member Joe Robbins submitted
the resolution, and as stated in the resolu-
tion, “the Information Technology Services
Department has told Student Government
that ‘they are willing to extend the hours to
fit the students’ needs.’”
Bill Witsman, the director of information
technology services, will address the
Student Senate about the computer lab
hours, Weyhaupt said.
In other business, the senate will consid-
er approving SONOR as a Recognized
Student Organization, Weyhaupt said. 
SONOR is a student-run advertising,
marketing, and public-relations company
wanting to convert the Rathskeller into a
coffeehouse.
The Senate will also consider a bill to
print off-campus housing booklets, he said.
The booklet will cost approximately $850 to
print, and will provide information for off-
campus students.
Also, the Student Senate will discuss two
tabled bylaw changes.
Senate member Erin Wilcox submitted a
resolution mandating the chair of the Tuition
and Fee Review Committee provide senate
members with an information packet about
increases and decreases in student fees. 
The other bylaw change is recommend-
ing how many RSOs a senate member will
represent. Currently, on-campus senate
members represent two RSOs, one being a
hall council, and off-campus and at-large
senate members represent one RSO. 
With the number of RSOs on campus, the
possible number of RSOs a senate member
would serve as a liaison to could be up to
five organizations.
By Dar’Keith Lofton
Staff writer
The average gang member makes near-
ly the same selling drugs as a minimum
wage worker, a Chicago professor told stu-
dents during a presentation Tuesday.
Steven Levitt, University of Chicago
professor, visited Eastern to give his pre-
sentation, “An Economic Analysis of a
Drug-Selling Gang’s Finances” to show
students that gangs think of the selling of
drugs as a legitimate business. He received
this information after a drug-selling gang
leader was arrested in Chicago.
The information is based on four years
of financial data compiled by the leader
who was also the manager of the organiza-
tion, Levitt said. The leader created these
documents as a way of impressing the
leaders that were higher in power, in hopes
of being promoted, Levitt said.
“The leader had a college education and
was a computer programmer,” Levitt said.
“He realized that he would be able to make
more money by working for the gang than
by holding a legitimate job.”
Levitt went on to describe the level of  a
gang’s hierarchy, comparing it to a fran-
chise business. At the top is the Board of
Directors, Levitt said. This is comprised of
the main leaders who control the business
as  a whole. Below the directors are the
local leaders, or store managers. Each
local leader has a treasurer to handle the
money, a runner to transport the drugs and
an enforcer to make sure that business is
properly being carried out. The enforcer’s
basic job to look after the “foot soldiers,”
or employees. The foot soldiers normally
are teenagers that sell the drugs in the local
area. He also mentioned a “rank and file”
group. These are people who are not
socially involved with the gang, but want
to become involved. They are usually the
“cheerleaders” for the gang.
Levitt also discussed the importance of
selling drugs during peacetime and
wartime. Wartime means that the gang is in
conflict with another gang, usually over a
certain 12- square block area, also known
as a set.
“There is normally an area in between
two sets that is good for selling drugs,”
Levitt said. The gangs fight for the right to
sell drugs in that area, similar to two cor-
porations that want to place business on a
certain area of property.
Levitt said selling drugs during wartime
hurts the gang financially.
“The buyers are normally too scared to
go into the area and so the gang is only left
with selling to local buyers,” Levitt said.
“This forces the gang to lower their prices
on the drugs and increase the wages of the
foot soldiers, because they’re more at risk
of being wounded or killed by rival mem-
bers.”
“A lot of people think that there are
many financial advantages by working for
a gang, but they’re wrong,” Levitt said.
The information compiled by the gang
leader listed data that pertained to pay-
ments for raw materials, employee payroll,
and total income for sales. According to
that information the average foot soldier
makes between $3 to $7 per hour selling
drugs, which is basically the same as a
beginning McDonald’s employee. The
gang leaders make between $50 to $100
per hour, but are at great risk of being
arrested and serving long prison sentences. 
The expectation of an average foot sol-
dier to survive a month during wartime is 1
percent, Levitt said.
“In other words, the odds of a foot sol-
dier being killed during wartime is 99 to
1,” Levitt said. “This is probably higher
than the survival rate of soldiers during the
first World War.”
Also, a foot soldier is expected to be
shot at least 2.4 times within a four year
period. They’re expected to be arrested at
least 6 times within a month.
“It sometimes takes a long time for a
foot soldier to become promoted, and they
often decided to quit after realizing this,”
Levitt said.
Kate Mitchell / Staff photographer
Dr. Steven Levin from the University of Chicago gives a presentation Tuesday afternoon in Lumpkin Hall room 122 titled “An Economic Analysis of a
Drug Selling Gang’s Finances.” Levin pointed out that studies show many gang members will stay in a gang hoping to make into a leadership position
where it’s more profitable, but usually drop out if they don’t. When competition occurs between opposing gangs one will control the other like a hostile
takeover in a corporate environment.
Speaker tells students that drug dealing doesn’t pay 
Presentation discusses economics of gangs
Democrats play divide
and conquer politics
The so-called Democrats practice
“divide and conquer.” They have divid-
ed us by class, sex, race, religion, gen-
erations, language groups and finan-
cial\ interest into multiple constituen-
cies, each brought by some typically
unconstitutional government entitle-
ment that Democrats can stay in power
by defending. They have corrupted the
electorate, subverted our democratic
systems and undermined the founda-
tions of our republic. They have divid-
ed income from work, knowledge from
schooling, certification from achieve-
ment, advancement from merit, bene-
fits from fiscal realities, morality from
law, power from accountability, legis-
lation from constitutional authority
(read Article I, section 8 and the Tenth
Amendment to the Constitutional),
voting from citizenship (recently
adding illegal aliens to such traditional
constituencies as the deceased), indi-
viduals from responsibility (perferring
to bury it in groups), responsibilities
from freedoms, punishments from
crime, the right to life from prenatal
lives ( so much for the “little guy, chil-
dren from parental authority, father-
hood from family, religion from moral
development and sex from love, com-
mitment and marriage.
The Democrat’s success at dividing
consequences from behavior has built
a nation of broken lives and a culture
of dependency. Their socialist vision of
utopia is a society of equal outcomes
regardless of talent, effort, drive, or
virtue with all authority vested in an
all-knowing central government —
God, church and family have been
eradicated. Their ideal of democracy is
voting the sticky-finger, heavy hand of
government deeper into one’s neigh-
bor’s pocket.
Want to destroy America? Just elect
the part of division, destruction and
death.
Alfred Lemmo
Michigan  resident
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Not even computers will replace committees
because committees buy computers.
Edward Shepard Mead
Iam starting to write thiscolumn just three shorthours before it’s due.
Why? Because it has come
to that point in the semester
where procrastination is at its
peak.
Everyone on campus,
including students, teachers,
faculty, staff and administra-
tors, is feeling the stress from
the end of the semester push.
Every class has final papers,
quizzes, tests, presentations and projects that are due
within the next week.
In theory, much of this work could have been done
over the week-long Thanksgiving break. But in reality,
we all know little is accomplished. I have heard the
same thing from my friends and classmates: why didn’t
I do anything over break? If I had just finished (or at
least started) that one project, this week would be much
easier.
I remember leaving here last week with such high
hopes for the 10 days of freedom. And while I probably
accomplished more than most, writing two papers dur-
ing the time off, I decided everything else I had to do
could wait until I got back to school.
So, upon getting back to campus Sunday afternoon,
it hit me: I would have to use all my time wisely to fin-
ish everything that’s due this semester on time. But
still, I find myself procrastinating in countless ways
every day. 
Some distractions, like the phone and television, are
obvious. It’s easier to sit down and watch Titanic for
three hours on Sunday night than start working on that
presentation that’s due Monday morning. And, when
the phone rings it seems like it would be rude to tell
your friends that you haven’t seen in a week that you
really need to work on this presentation.
But other distractions are disguised. Doing the dish-
es, for example, seems like a productive use of your
time, because, afterall, you are accomplishing some-
thing, just not the 10-page paper that’s due in less than
24 hours.
Then there are the pathetic attempts just to do some-
thing, anything, rather than study for tomorrow’s quiz.
These include leafing through a copy of Glamour from
two months ago or carefully
reading each description in
the Wal-Mart holiday sales
flyer. There’s just no excuse
for these activities, but yet,
we do them anyway.
So, how can you avoid
procrastination and not let it get
the better of you during the cru-
cial final two weeks of the
semester? 
Research from the
Procrastination Research Group
at Carleton University suggests students use the following
tips to avoid procrastination. First, make a list of the things
you have to do so you can actually see the work that’s ahead
of you.
Also, set realistic goals on what you will accomplish
each day and make these goals realistic. Don’t plan to
get everything done in one afternoon – you’ll just be
disappointed. 
The research group also suggests breaking tasks
down into smaller pieces. Don’t block out a bunch of
time to “write a research paper.” Instead, plan time to
gather sources, outline the paper, write a draft and
revise. Another suggestion (this is my favorite one) is
to promise yourself a reward. It’s amazing how fast a
project can get finished if a trip to Dairy Queen is wait-
ing for you when you’re done.
Another tip is to eliminate tasks you never plan to
do. If there’s a 10-point assignment in a class with a
total of 600 points for the semester that you know
you’ll never get to, don’t keep putting it on the “To
Do” list.
Finally, estimate the amount of time you think it will
take you to complete a task, then increase that amount
by 100 percent and maybe you’ll finish on time. This
allows time to do important things like answer the
phone, watch the end of “Who Wants to be a
Millionaire?” and check your e-mail five times.
So, now that you’ve finished reading this and you
have all the tips you need to have a successful end to
the semester: get back to work!
Falling victim to procrastination
“It’s easier to sit
down and watch
Titanic for three
hours on Sunday
night than start
working on that
presentation that’s
due Monday 
morning.
Amy Thon
News editor
Your turn
Letters to the editor
n Amy Thon  is a senior  journalism  major and a bi-monthly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
cualt2@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
cualt2@pen.eiu.edu
EDITORIALS – The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.
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We’ll try this one more time: And now, Eastern ispleased to announce the food court will be fin-ished by (fill in your guess here.)
It really is a guess at this point – the university isn’t even
positive when construction on the long-rumored food court
in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union will be fin-
ished, although, to be fair, it has yet to begin.
Eastern has sent out two bids for the work to be done:
one which has a normal completion date in the fall and one
with an “aggressive” guaranteed completion date of Aug. 15.
The normal completion date was estimated to be late in the
fall semester.
What’s the difference?
Based on past experience, the food court won’t be func-
tional until the end of the semester no matter when plans are
made for it to be done.
For the last two or three years, students have heard about
this proposed food court and promises about its location,
cost, opening date and even what food would be served.
Every single one of them, up until now, has been broken. So
what’s to make anyone
believe that a guarantee this
time around is actually a
guarantee?
Bill Schnackel, director
of housing and dining ser-
vices, said that construction
projects can have delays because of material delivery, labor
shortages or bad weather, among other obstacles. Will these
obstacles miraculously disappear if the Aug. 15 bid is cho-
sen?
And what kind of penalty will there be if a contractor
who promises to make that Aug. 15 deadline misses it? Will
they be paid less? That doesn’t really matter either, because
it doesn’t do anything for students who will still be waiting
for someplace to use their Dining Dollars.
Lou Hencken, vice president for student affairs, has said
previously that he realizes the students have been feeling
deceived when it comes to the food court because of the
delays and restructured plans. It’s good the administration
knows it has let down students, but that does nothing to rem-
edy students’ skepticism when it comes to construction
schedules.
The administration’s credibility, at least on this issue, has
just about evaporated. We’re still looking forward to seeing a
shiny new food court in the Union. But we’re pretty sure
most students will agree with us when we say we’ll believe
it when we see it.
One more try
for food court
Try, try again
Based on past experience, the
food court will not be done until
the end of the semester no
matter which bid Eastern
accepts.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
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By Michelle Jones
Campus editor
The members of the speech team per-
formed well under pressure at one of its
toughest competitions of the season, said
Betsy Johnson Miller, speech team advisor.
The speech team continued its season by
having four competitors compete and two
members place at a competition at Bradley
University in Peoria Nov. 17-18.
Joe Raab, a sophomore speech commu-
nication major, received fourth place in
programmed oral interpretation, and
Veronica Espinosa, a sophomore undecided
major, made semi-finals in prose reading.
Also competing were Jennifer
Oedewaldt-Reed and Jennifer Rankin.
Bradley is the No. 1 team in the nation,
Miller said. Teams from Texas, California,
Florida and Arizona were present, she said.
“It had the biggest and the best teams
there,” Miller said.
Espinosa said the competition was the
toughest competition they participated in
because there were a lot of schools from
across the whole country competing.
“It was really tough, but it was good to
see what’s out there across the country,”
Espinosa said.
Raab agreed the competition at Bradley
was one of the toughest competitions. All
of the large speech schools were present, he
said.
The competition was one of its bigger
ones as well, with about 30 schools partic-
ipating instead of the usual 15 to 20, he
said. At their other competitions, one or
two of the big schools have been at the
competitions, but at Bradley, everyone was
there, Raab said. 
“It’s kind of a blood bath,” Raab said.
“If you do well at Bradley, you have a good
chance to do well at nationals.”
“The tournament was as difficult as our
national tournament ... and we still man-
aged to have kids make it to finals or close
to finals,” Miller said.
Raab said he was excited to place well
in the finals at such a tough competition.
Espinosa said it was good the team had
people make it to finals and semi-finals this
year.
“Everyone did well considering the
toughness of the competition,” Espinosa
said.
The speech team is small, but it has
some really good events, Miller said. 
The team has eight more tournaments
plus nationals before the season is over.
By Christine Demma
Student government editor
The Student Senate’s housing
committee is surveying resident
directors and assistant resident
directors in residence halls about
designating parking spots for resi-
dent directors and assistant resi-
dent directors.
Alison Mormino, committee
chair, said this idea is a continua-
tion of last spring’s committee
project.
Mormino said surveys were
sent to 12 residence halls to
receive feedback about such park-
ing spaces.
The survey questioned if RDs
thought ARDs deserved staff per-
mits, if RDs should have reserved
parking spaces near the residence
hall and if RDs thought enough
parking was available in general,
she said.
Five responses have been
returned to Mormino. Responses
from those surveyed believe ARDs
are considered “professional staff”
and have graduate school respon-
sibilities as well as many of the
same responsibilities as RDs, who
already have staff permits, and
they deserve staff permits to facil-
itate easier transportation,
Mormino said.
Also, most believed RDs would
benefit from parking closer to their
front door, but are concerned with
vandalism it could cause,
Mormino said. A suggestion was
to possibly have a place reserved
by the number on their permit.
In addition, one ARD thought
that giving ARDs staff permits
would be an incentive for more
graduate students to apply to be
ARDs, Mormino said.
Mormino said the next step is to
continue to finish surveying the
ARDs and RDs, as well as peti-
tioning students, and then present
a proposal to the University Police
Department.
Two members of the speech team place at Bradley University
Surveys gather
parking opinions
Committee project could
bring designated parking
spots for RD’s and ARD’s
Kate Mitchell / Staff photographer
Rob Cleave, a freshman undecided major and Adam Hodges, a sophomore marketing  major, take advan-
tage of the warmer than usual weather to play a game of toss football with friends Tuesday afternoon in the
South Quad.
Pass interference
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The Men of D S FD S F would like to thank Shelley
Robinson of A S AA S A for being a wonderful sweetheart
this semester!  Also, congratulations to Amanda
Grindey of A S TA S T on becoming our new sweetheart!
We look forward to a great semester!
Thanks Ladies.
Love, 
The Men of D S FD S F
It’s getting
cold 
outside
Make sure
to bundle
Up!
the daily eastern news
advertise.
December 1, 2000
UB Comedy Show at the Rathskeller
at 9:00pm
Giveaways and Refreshments
Opening Act - Odell “Bumpy “ Jones
Chris “Crazy Legs” Fonseca
By Shauna Gustafson
City editor
One of the five people arrested
in connection with an Aug. 27
beating that left an Eastern student
hospitalized will appear in court at
1:30 p.m. Dec. 4.
Chris J. Doeseckle, 18, of Alsip,
will appear next week in Coles
County Circuit Court for a hearing. 
James S. Bosvay, 19, of 1021
Greek Court, Rory D. Markham,
18, of Carman Hall and Edward M.
Phalon, 17, of Oak Forest, will
appear in court at 11 a.m. Dec. 11.
Dennis J. Morris, 17, of Oak
Forest, also was charged in the
incident. All five were charged
with mob action, a Class IV felony
that carries the possibility of 1-3
years in prison, aggravated battery,
a felony that carries the possibility
of 2-5 years in prison and up to
$25,000 in fines and consumption
of alcohol in connection to the
fight.
Jason “Jay” Thorson, a 21-year-
old computer management major,
was hospitalized with bleeding in
his brain for three days after the
early morning beating. 
Two Eastern students involved
in a separate fight that occurred on
Oct. 1 will appear in court at 11
a.m. Jan. 22.
Charges stem from a fight that
occurred at Douglas Hall at 5:05
a.m. on Oct. 1.
Brian K. Ebersole, 20, of
Douglas Hall, and Randy E. Hicks,
21, of Douglas Hall, were charged
with aggravated battery and mob
action. Ebersole was also charged
with great bodily harm.
By Shauna Gustafson
City editor
The city of Mattoon has a new
Internet address for people who are
looking for information.
The new site can be reached at
www.mattoonillinois.org. The site
has been created to act as a place to
learn about the history of Mattoon, as
well as the best places to stay and eat
in Mattoon. The site also will have
information about what is going on
around the town, a press release said.
Shelby Schoonover, director of
tourism for Mattoon and Lois
Vonderheide, city council member,
headed the project. They joined with
The Lancaster Company, an
Effingham based marketing firm, to
launch the site.
“The city’s goal was to take
advantage of this dynamic communi-
cations medium to better serve local
residents and persons inquiring about
our community,” Schoonover said in
the release. 
She said all city departments and
their services and contacts are listed
on the site, and meeting notices and
minutes may also be posted on the
site.
For more information on the site,
contact Schoonover at 258-6286.
Beating suspects to appear in court Mattoon’s new website
to better serve residents
Bauer to be tested for competence
CHICAGO (AP) — The former
inspector general accused of covering
up scandals when Gov. George Ryan
was secretary of state will undergo
medical tests relating to his compe-
tence, his attorney said Tuesday.
Dean Bauer, who served as
inspector general for seven years
under Ryan in the secretary of state’s
office, will undergo the tests next
month, defense attorney Marc Martin
told federal Judge George Lindberg.
Bauer, 72, is scheduled to go on
trial Jan. 3, charged with covering up
evidence that commercial drivers
license tests were fixed in exchange
for bribes when Ryan was Illinois
secretary of state.
Although the governor is not
charged with any wrongdoing, some
$170,000 in bribe money went into
the Citizens for Ryan campaign fund.
Martin told Lindberg that Bauer
will undergo a number of medical
tests next month, including one that
“goes to his competency.” He did not
elaborate on that statement while in
court.
BISMARCK (AP) — Four
Wisconsin residents were killed
when their small plane crashed in a
cornfield outside this Vermilion
County community, authorities
said.
Vermilion County Coroner
Peggy Johnson identified the vic-
tims as pilot Dennis M. Kriewaldt,
50, of Watertown, Wis.; his wife,
Jeanette, 47; their son, Adam, 26;
and his fiancee, Jacqueline Theder,
25, also of Watertown.
She said all of the victims died
of blunt trauma, adding that the
plane, which crashed at about 5
p.m. Monday, did not catch fire
after impact.
Watertown resident Susan
Schmidt said Dennis and Jeanette
Kriewaldt ran a cattle equipment
business in Watertown that Jeanette
took over from her father.
“I’m sure everybody pretty well
knows them — especially in the
farming business,” Schmidt said
“They were friendly people. As far
as I know everybody liked them.”
Indiana State Police and the
Warren County (Ind.) Sheriff’s
Department were first at the crash
site, located within a quarter-mile
of the Illinois-Indiana state line on
the Illinois side.
The family was on the way
home from a visit to Florida,
Johnson said. They stopped in
Columbia, Tenn., to visit relatives
and were due to stop at Vermilion
County Airport to refuel, but failed
to make it.
The airplane, described as a
four-seater, crashed within a few
feet of Illinois Route 119, about
five miles north of the Vermilion
County Airport.
The tower at Willard Airport in
Savoy had contact with the plane
before the crash, but there was no
indication of a problem, according
to tower chief George Davis. 
Small plane crashes in Vermilion County, four killed
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SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News
Tommy Boy
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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Eastern NewsThe Daily
on campus?
Write for the Daily Eastern News. Any student
registered for one or more credit hours can write
for the News, regardless of his or her major.
Students are given the opportunity to cover stu-
dent government and administration in addition to
speakers and feature stories. We will teach you
all the steps of news writing from how to interview
to writing your story to designing pages. Stop by
1811 Buzzard Hall or call Amy or Matt at 581-
7941 or 581-7942 to get started.
345-4743
3 W Lincoln Ave
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AUSTIN, Texas (AP) —
George W. Bush, in a bold gesture
to assert authority, is moving key
operatives to Washington and
seeking private financing for a
presidential transition.
Meanwhile, even as Democrats
continued to press court challenges
of Bush’s election certification in
Florida, the Clinton White House
took preliminary steps Tuesday to
ease the way for a possible Bush
presidency, including offering the
Texas governor daily national
security briefings.
Democrat Al Gore, as vice
president, already gets such brief-
ings.
Bush was pressing ahead with
plans to form a new government
and to fill thousands of top posi-
tions now held by Democrats. He
met on Tuesday in both the gover-
nor’s mansion here and later in his
office in the state capitol with
Andrew Card, his prospective
White House chief of staff.
“We can move fairly rapidly in
a couple of areas, but he has to
decide the timing,” Bush’s vice
presidential running mate, Dick
Cheney, said Tuesday on NBC’s
“Today.”
Cheney said there was a “good
possibility” a Bush Cabinet would
include Democrats.
“The governor has given me
instructions to look in those areas,”
said Cheney, overseeing transition
planning. “We clearly will.”
Cheney said Bush was reaching
out to people with experience,
including some from the Bush and
Reagan administrations, “but
we’re also going to want new tal-
ent. We’re going to want to empha-
size diversity. We’re going to want
a broad Cabinet.”
Bush seeking private financing
and is moving key staff to D.C.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Al
Gore called Tuesday for a speedy
hand recount of thousands of ques-
tionable ballots in Florida’s contest-
ed election, and urged Texas Gov.
George Bush to drop his objections.
“This is not a time for delay,
obstruction and procedural road-
blocks,” the vice president said.
Gore, who has challenged
Bush’s victory certification in
Florida, told reporters his proposal
was necessary because the nation
needs “to be able to say there is no
legitimate question of who won this
election.”
Speaking outside the vice presi-
dent’s residence in Washington,
Gore said he believed the recount he
seeks of some 13,000 ballots could
be completed in seven days “start-
ing tomorrow morning,” and all
court proceedings could be finished
“one or two days after that.” That
would allow time for the state’s
electors to be chosen and cast votes
in the Electoral College, he said.
Gore’s comments served to rein-
force a filing in the state courts in
which his lawyers asked Judge
Judge N. Sanders Sauls for a court-
appointed master to oversee the
manual recounting of thousands of
votes cast in Miami-Dade and Palm
Beach counties.
Gore said those ballots have not
yet been counted, a claim at odds
with Republican assertions.
Republicans note the ballots were
run through vote-counting machines
twice and say they contain no valid
votes for president.
Gore calls for a new recount Tuesday
Cohen orders review of flaws
in military absentee ballots
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Defense Secretary William Cohen
ordered an internal review Tuesday of
the way the military handles absentee
ballots from troops stationed abroad
in light of the political dispute over
disqualified votes in Florida.
Cohen instructed the department’s
inspector general to examine whether
standard practices were followed in
handling absentee ballots from over-
seas military personnel and whether
handling procedures could be
improved.
Several hundred absentee ballots
from overseas were rejected in
Florida for lack of postmarks, as
required by state law, or other flaws
such as no signatures or a signatures
that did not match those on record.
Bowing to Republican pressure, pub-
lic unease and lawsuits, elections offi-
cials in several counties reversed ear-
lier decisions to reject overseas bal-
lots that had missing, improper or
postelection postmarks.
The Pentagon has no hand in vot-
ing by members of the military, other
than in postmarking and delivering
their mail, but it advises service
members who wish to vote by absen-
tee ballot to allow enough time to
receive ballots from their states of
residence.
Kenneth Bacon, spokesman for
Cohen, said among the issues the
Pentagon inspector general will
examine is why some absentee bal-
lots from overseas arrived without
postmarks, contrary to normal proce-
dure.
“This has been an education for
the military as it has been for most of
the rest of us in the United States,”
Bacon said, referring to the uproar
over disqualified absentee ballots.
“We and the military will try to learn
from this so that mistakes — if there
were any — don’t happen again.”
Cohen’s intent, Bacon said, is to
see whether it is possible to make the
process of voting absentee “more
efficient, more fair and more inclu-
sive, and to make it easier.”
This has been an education
for the military as it has
been for most of the rest of
us in the United States.
Kenneth Bacon,
spokesman for William Cohen
“
”
Front Desk help needed for Spring
2001. Apply at 1802 Buzzard Hall.
______________________11/30
WORK FOR HOME
Earn $500 - $1500/pt
$2500 - $7500+/ft ______
1-888-445-8565 ext.650
www.dynamicfreedom4u.com
______________________11/30
Brian’s Place Nightclub and
Sports Bar needs waitress and
bartenders. Apply in person 21st
& Broadway, Mattoon. 234-4151.
_______________________12/1
JOURNALISM & ENGLISH
MAJORS:
PROOFREADER/ COPY SET-
TERS
MUSTY POSESS COMMAND OF
ENGLISH LANGUAGE, GRAM-
MAR, USEAGE. ABILITY TO
VISUALLY  DISCERN DISCREP-
ANCIES IN TEXT QUICKLY AND
ACCURATELY. (JOB WILL
EXPAND INTO OTHER AREAS)
EXPERIENCE WITH QUARK
AND PAGEMAKER PLUS
_______________________12/1
SEEKING CANDIDATES FOR
ORDER ENTRY STRONG KEY-
BOARDING SKILLS NECES-
SARY MUST POSSESS EXCEL-
LENT COMMUNICATION SKILLS
EXPERIENCE WITH PHONE
SALES HELPFUL
_______________________12/1
Alpha Community House an orga-
nization serving adults with devel-
opmental disabilities, is seeking an
individual to work Midnight to 8am
on the weekends. Qualified candi-
dates must have a high school
diploma or equivilant. Please
apply at 1701 18th St. Charleston
or call 345-4224 to inquire.
_______________________12/4
ATTENTION: WORK FROM
HOME up to $25.00-$75.00/hr
PT/FT MAIL ORDER (888) 861-
5364
_______________________12/4
Night owls who like independence
and responssibility may wish to
take this opportunity to earn
money. Now hiring Mid - 8am shift
to work with adults with develop-
mental disabilities in aa group
home setting. Paid training provid-
ed. Apply n person at Tull House,
1911 18th St., Charleston; 345-
3552.
_______________________12/6
Attention work from home $500 to
$5,000/mo. PT or FT. Mail
order/Internet. Call 1-800-690-
2540. www.destinyofwealth.com.
_______________________12/8
Are you connected?  Internet
users wanted. $350-$800/week.
www.homebizoption.com
_______________________12/8
Coles County Council on Aging
Homemaker Program now taking
applications for In-HOME Care
Providers for older adults in Coles
County. Flexible daytime hours
only. 4 paid holidays, $6.00/hr
starting rate. Experience or CNA
preferred. Be reliable and respon-
sible. Must have own transporta-
tion. Call Homemaker Program
234-3311 or 348-5355. EOE
_______________________12/8
Join Peace-Oriented Income-
Sharing Community of Students/
Grads starting families near Univ.
Illinois. 1800-498-7781. www.chil-
drenforthefuture.org.
______________________12/11
Are You Connected?
Internet Users Wanted.
$500-$7,000/month.
www.freedom-independance.com
______________________12/11
JOURNALISM AND ENGLISH
MAJORS. HIRING FOR 2ND
SEMESTER. PROOF READ-
ERS/COPY SETTERS. MUST
POSSESS COMMAND OF ENG-
LISH LANGUAGE AND ABILITY
TO DISCERN DISCREPANCIES
IN TEXT QUICKLY AND ACCU-
RATELY. EXPERIENCE WITH
QUARK AND/OR PAGEMAKER A
PLUS. APPLY AT SCHOLASTIC
RECOGNITION 689 CASTLE
DR., CHARLESTON. FOR
DIRECTIONS CALL 345-9194.
______________________12/11
HIRING FOR 2ND SEMSTER.
PART TIME AND FULL TIME
POSTITIONS. SEEKING CANDI-
DATES FOR ORDER ENTRY.
STRONG KEYBOARDING
SKILLS A PLUS. MUST POS-
SESS EXCELLENT COMMUNI-
CATION SKILLS. EXPERIENCE
WITH PHONE SALES HELPFUL.
APPLY AT SCHOLASTIC
RECOGNITION. 689 CASTLE
DR., CHARLESTON. FOR
DIRECTIONS CALL 345-9194.
______________________12/11
DIRECT CARE STAFF
$7.00/hour. CCAR Industries’
group homes need caring, respon-
sible people!!  Benefits available
for full-time primary positions.
Part-time hours available. Shifts
available are 3pm to midnight, and
weekends. Applications obtained
at 1530 Lincoln Avenue,
Charleston, IL 61920. (217) 348-
0127, ext. 404. E. O. E.
________________________00
Are you staying in town for the hol-
idays? Earn some extra Christmas
cash by working with kids.
Seasonal help is needed in both
Charleston and Mattoon sites.
Great pay and full benefits pack-
age available for FT. Apply in per-
son at 1550 Douglas Dr. Suite 203
Charleston. EOE.
________________________00
2 tickets to DAVE MATTHEWS
BAND on Dec. 4th at the Allstate
Arena. Asking ticket price only.
Call Jesse at 348-8749.
______________________11/30
Two 15” Rockford Fostgate subs
in box w/ 1200 watt amp. $500.
Call Matt at 348-0675.
_______________________12/1
‘92 Pontiac Sunbird, Blue, excel-
lent condition. $3500 O.B.O. 348-
8763
_______________________12/1
19 in. MAGNAVOX TV. Like New.
345-6555 $125
_______________________12/4
47.47 - ACRE HORSE FARM
WITH 3,232 sq foot 4-year-old
home. Price reduced to $295,000
Boyd REAL ESTATE, 109 E
MAIN, ARCOLA. (800) 500-2693
ASK FOR WINNIE.
_______________________12/8
BUY POLICE IMPOUNDS. Cars
from $500, all makes available.
For listings 800-719-3001 ext.
7538.
______________________12/15
3 BEDROOM APARTMENT FALL
2001 Very Large Near Campus
Need 3 or 4 people 345-2416
_______________________12/1
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT FALL
2001 Across from campus Year
lease 345-2416
_______________________12/1
HOUSE FALL 2001 Across from
campus Year lease 345-2416
_______________________12/1
3 Bedroom house for 3 students
2001-02, $200 each per month,
10 month lease. Call after 6 pm
345-2017
_______________________12/4
4 Bedroom house for 4 students
2001-02, $200 each per month,
10 month lease. Call after 6 pm.
345-2017
_______________________12/4
Fall 2001- 2 bedroom apt.
$200.00 person water/trash incl.
348-7698
_______________________12/5
Fall 2001- 3 bedroom house,
close to campus $250.00 person
water/trash incl. 348-7698 leave
message
_______________________12/5
2 to 6 bedroom houses for lease;
great locations. Call 346-3583.
______________________12/11
1 bedroom apartment
204 W. Grant
Clean-quiet building. Heat, water,
trash included. A/C, private park-
ing, $490/mo. Small pets okay
with deposit. Available August
2001. 345-6222 or 581-6367
______________________12/11
3 bedroom apartment
204 W. Grant
Clean-quiet building. Heat, water,
trash, included. A/C, private park-
ing, $250/mo. Small pets okay
with deposit. Available August
2001. 345-6222 or 581-6367
______________________12/11
Available for Summer and Fall 01-
02 school year. Clean modern
apartments and homes. W/ some
utilities included. 1,2, & 3 bed-
rooms, w/d in some units also.
NO PETS!!!!  217-232-0656
______________________12/11 
AVAILABLE Now, Spring,
Summer, Fall 2001. Rentals for
1,2,3,4. Lists available at 1512 A
Street. C21 Wood, Jim Wood,
broker.
______________________12/11
HALF BLCOK FROM CAMPUS
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT.
QUIET, LOW UTILITIES. AVAIL-
ABLE SPRING 2001. PHONE
345-2265.
______________________12/11
Fall 5,4,3,2 bedroom houses.
Modern 2 bedroom/2 bathroom
apartments. Excellent condition.
Close tto campus. 348-5032.
________________________00
One and Two bedroom apart-
ments on Charleston square $300
and $400 includes
gas/water/trash  Dave 345-2171
9 am. to  11 am.
________________________00
Spacious, furnished apartment,
$360/mo, available Dec. 15. 745
6th St -Ideal for a couple. 581-
7729 or 345-6127.
________________________00
New 2 and 3 bedroom apts.
Furnished, utilities included, NO
PETS. Renting Spring 2001 and
Fall 2001. 2121 18th Street. Call
345-6885 or 345-7007.
________________________00
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS. 1,
2, & 3 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS. ALL APARTMENTS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. PH. 345-
6533 (OLDE).
________________________00
Dorm living not to your liking?
See our large 2 bedroom apart-
ments. We will even help with a
roommate. Lincolnwood Pinetree
345-6000.
________________________00
1107 & 1109 third, Charleston. 2
bedroom furnished apts. Water &
trash included, $500 per month
345-3100 Shown between 10:00
a.m-4:00 pm
________________________00
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2,&3
BEDROOM OFF STREET PARK-
ING, WATER, & TRASH FUR-
NISHED. OFFICE 345-1266 OR
346-3161.
________________________00
Price reduced for 3 bedroom
apartments available January 1st.
Lincoln-wood Pinetree  Call 345-
6000
________________________00
Two Bedroom Furnished apts. No
Pets. 345-2231. McArthur Manor
Apts.
________________________00
Apartments, houses available for
fall. Nice and clean with variety to
choose from, 1 bedroom efficien-
cy, 2 bedroom apartments, or 3
bedroom houses. Call 345-5088.
Poteete Property Rentals.
________________________00
Select your apartment now.
Leasing Studio 1,2,3 bedroom
apartments for Fall. Great Prices!
Lincoln-wood Pinetree. Call 345-
6000.
________________________00
3 Bedroom Furnished Apts. Very
few left. Call Unique Properties at
345-5022.
________________________00
2 bedroom furnished apt. close to
EIU- $490/mo. No pets 345-7286.
________________________00
Duplex available. Spring & sum-
mer. 2 bedroom., 2 bath. Very
nice. Full basement, garage with
electric door opener. Ideal for
female upperclassmen. Phone:
348-7746
________________________00
Spring and summer. 2 bedroom
furnished  and unfurnished apart-
ments available. 2001 S. 12th St.
Phone: 348-7746
________________________00
Campbell Apartments 1,2,3 bed-
room. Heat, water, & trash fur-
nished. Downtown 345-3754.
________________________00
Nice, close to campus unfur-
nished houses for 2001-2002
school year. No pets. $275/mo. -
12 months lease. Call 345-3148.
________________________00
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PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by  NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may  be edited for available space.
The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: o Yes o No
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA.  Business meeting 11/29/00 at
5:30pm.  Charleston/Mattoon room of the university union.
Bring Stay Awake-A-Thon pledge sheets to meeting.  
LASO is having the end of the semester social tonight at the
Culture Center.  Come and enjoy friends and fun.
WESLEY FOUNDATION is having communion tonight at
9:15 p.m. at the Wesley Foundation, across 4th from
Lawson.  Join us to sing choruses followed by an informal,
studnet-led Communion service every Wed. night at 9:15
p.m. Everyone is invited.
THE CIRCLE OF WISDOM Task of the Day today every
moment everywhere. SMILE :)
SIGMA IOTA LAMBDA Meeting today at 3:30 in Room
220 of Coleman Hall
SHRM meeting November 11th at 6:00pm in Lumkin room
021.  Society for Human Resource Management.
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CAMPUS MINISTRY is hav-
ing Wednesday Night Bible Study at 8:00pm in the Student
Center.  Refreshments will be served.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE is having Wednesday
Night Bible Study on Nov. 29th at 7:00pm in theChristian
Campus House.
HEALTH AWARENESS CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE is
having the AIDS Memorial Quilt on December 1st at 10 am
to 3 pm in the Bridge Walkway (Union).  Please join us in
our fight, to honor those we have lost and to secure and
AIDS - free future.
CampusClips
Crossword Edited by Will Shortz
ACROSS
1 Make ___ dash
for
5 Something gold-
en
10 See 10-Down
14 Bare
15 Labor’s partner
16 It may be on a
roll
17 Land of Esau’s
descendants
18 Get by coercion
19 Counterfeiter
catchers
20 Start of a punny
definition of 
44-Across
23 Supermarket
checkout gizmos
24 Eddie of the 40’s-
50’s Yankees
28 Late Knight
29 Like a 44-Across
31 Bulgaria’s capital
34 Verb preceder
36 Sp. simoleon
37 Middle of the def-
inition
41 Massage part
42 Cutworm, e.g.
43 Shirley Temple,
for one
44 Subject of this
puzzle
47 More, in music
48 Freshen up
49 Lincoln, physical-
ly
54 End of the defini-
tion
57 “No way!”
60 Worry greatly
61 Pelvic bones
62 See 13-Down
63 Like a maple leaf
64 Hole in the wall?
65 It’s pointless
66 Fiber in fake furs
67 Old World lan-
guage
DOWN
1 “Don’t make
___!”
2 Red Bordeaux
3 It may be picked
up at Starbucks
4 Psychiatric prob-
lem
5 Kicked off
6 Not so rigid
7 Prepares to fire
8 Longing
9 Idaho motto
starter
10 With 10-Across,
a phrase of good
wishes
11 German city on
the Danube
12 Lincoln center?
13 With 62-Across,
a 1950 best sell-
er
21 2000 N.B.A.
championship
star
22 Off one’s feed
25 Miss
Longstocking
26 Actor John or
Sean
27 Recognize in a
nice way
29 Feeder filler
30 Sign off
31 Apartment 1-A
resident, maybe
32 Inedible orange
33 Sleep on it
34 No, in Novgorod
35 Meditation
sounds
38 Music collectibles
39 Patsy’s
“Absolutely
Fabulous” pal
40 Like a volcano
45 Electronics whiz
46 W.W. II battle
site, for short
47 Cassatt medium
49 Chance
50 Leave rubber, in
a way
51 Suez Canal sight
52 Butcher shop
buys
53 Related on the
mother’s side
55 Grant basis
56 “Prices ___”
57 Modern-day gas
hog
58 61-Across locale
59 It’s picked in
Hawaii
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
Puzzle by Thomas W. Schier
No. 1018
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Furnished 2 bedroom apartment.
Stove and refrigerator. New car-
peting. Available now for 1 or 2
people. Phone 348-7746.
________________________00
1 Bedroom Unfurnished unit. Just
being built will be completed June
2001 for 1 or 2 people 117 W. Polk
348-77746
________________________00
10 MONTH LEASES!!  1&2 BED-
ROOM FURNISHED Apts.
TRASH PAID. 345-5048
________________________00
Furnished 2 Bedroom townhous-
es & 3 bedroom Apartments. 1/2
Block to Campus 345-5048.
________________________00
10 MONTH LEASES!! FUR-
NISHED Houses for 6-7 GIRLS.
1/2 BLOCK to CAMPUS. 345-
5048.
________________________00
10 MONTH LEASES!! FUR-
NISHED HOUSES FOR 4-5 Girls.
1/2 Block to CAMPUS. 345-5048.
________________________00
2 roommates needed. Spacious
furnished apt off square. Cheap
rent, easy living. Call before
3:30pm 3448-3855
_______________________12/1
Roommate needed: Spring 01,
Summer 01, male, non-smoking,
$200/mo plus electric & phone.
Call 345-4531.
_______________________12/1
Roommate needed for Fall ‘01-
Spring ‘02. Female, 3 bedroom.
Across from Old Main. Call 348-
1223
_______________________12/1
Roommate needed for FALL
2001, female, non-smoking, In
university court. Own bedroom
furnished. Call 581-2232.
_______________________12/8
Roommate needed. House com-
pletely furnished except individual
room. $240/mo + utilities. 348-
6481
_______________________12/8
Roommates needed for remain-
der of school year. 4BR furnished
house, close to campus. $225 +
utilities. (217)348-3968 or
(309)822-8758.
______________________12/11
Female roommate needed.
Spring 2001, or sooner. Nice
house on Second Street. Own
Bedroom. 348-3828.
______________________12/14
Sublessors needed; 2 bedroom
apt. Spring 01, Summer 01,
$400/mo plus electric & phone.
Call 345-4531.
_______________________12/1
1-2  female Sublessors needed for
Spring. Beautiful, newer apart-
ment. Very cute and cozy. Great
location, close to Lantz.
Reasonable rent. 345-9403 for
details.
_______________________12/1
Female Sublessors needed NOW
for Spring 2001! Nice house fur-
nished except own room.
$250/month + utilities. Angie 348-
6143 or (618)  407-2923
_______________________12/1
Female Sublessors needed for
Spring 2001. $200 plus utilities.
345-9421 Close to campus.
_______________________12/1
Roommate needed; 3 guys;
rent=200 + utilities; near square;
washer/dryer; 2 bathroom 5 BR
Call 345-0921.
_______________________12/1
Sublessors needed. House close
to campus with two male room-
mates washer/dryer $2500/mo.
276-4599.
_______________________12/5
Sublessor(s) needed for Spring
01 and Summer 01. Call 348-
3826.
_______________________12/6
Sublessor(s) needed for Spring
2001. Furnished 1 bedroom apart-
ment. Call Garrett at 345-7307.
_______________________12/8
I female needed. 3 bedroom
apartment. Water is paid for.
Located on south side of campus.
Call Megan. 581-6858.
______________________12/11
2 Sublessors needed for Spring
2001. 3 bedroom apt., fully fur-
nished, real close to campus.$230
a month plus utilities. Call Erin
and Crystal 345-3561.
______________________12/11
JUST SPENCES 1148 6TH TS.
GREAT SWEATER, GREAT
COATS, GREAT SALES! GIFT
CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE.
OPEN T-S 1:30-5. 345-1469.
_______________________12/1
‘ELEVEN DAYS’ is playing
Gunner Buc’s Friday, 9 pm.
‘CROW JANE’ Plays Sat. Nite.
Cover, Must Prove 21. So. Rt. 45,
Mattoon.
_______________________12/1 
The AIDS Memorial Quilt on 12/1
at 10 am - 3 pm and 12/4 at 3 pm
- 5 pm in Union Walkway.
_______________________12/4
ACT NOW!  Guarantee the best
SPRING BREAK PRICES!  South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida and
Mardigras. Reps. needed...travel
free, earn $$. GROUP DIS-
COUNTS FOR 6+. 800-838-
8203/ www.leisuretours.com.
______________________12/11
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas &
Florida. Earn Cash & Go Free!
Now hiring Campus Reps. 1-800-
234-7007   www.endlesssummer-
tours.com
______________________12/11
H&H Transportation now offering
group rates to train and bus sta-
tions now through January 1st.
348-RIDE. Call for reservations.
______________________12/11
GET GREEK STUFF F*A*S*T!
Connectsports.com ships your
GREEK stuff fastest in the nation.
Formal favors, sportswear and
paddles. 10am-8pm everyday.
Save money and get fast service.
Connectsports.com. 1-800-929-
1897.
______________________12/15
Martha of Kappa Delta, Good luck at
your choir concert on Sunday! I know
you’ll do great! KD love, Dorothy.
11/29
DELTA SIGS-We can’t wait for
Homecoming 2001! Get your PJ’s on
and get ready to  party. Love, the
ALPHAS
11/30
To my KD Diamond Darling Kim
Hurtig...Good Luck with upcoming
finals! AOT Love, Kimra Hasselbring
12/1
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IT REALLY WILL PAY OFF         
GIVE IT A TRY 
n Provide adequate funding to hire and
retain qualified technology specialists.
The main concern of the senate on these
tentative recommendations was that there
should be enough support in the equipment
and personnel areas for the development of
online courses and technology enhanced
classes.  
The online course discussion group at the
Faculty Fall Forum developed five university
recommendations.
n Determine a common definition for the
terms being used.
n Examination of appropriate class size
for online courses is needed.
n Methods should be identified to assess
technology and student learning outcomes
separately.
n A need for more input from faculty for
approval of online courses.
n The appropriateness for online delivery
of courses should be determined by the indi-
vidual academic units or appropriate curricu-
lum committees.
The main concern of the senate on these
topics was whether a course already approved
by the Council on Academic Affairs would
need a second approval to be delivered online.
The Eastern mission discussion group of
the Fall Forum devised two recommendations
that dealt with broader concerns of online
courses.
n The resources of talent, time and fund-
ing available to the university for technology
to be applied to build and strengthen the elec-
tronic infrastructure; to enhance on-campus
instruction; and to develop web-based instruc-
tion. 
n Administrators, campus governing
boards, and faculty and staff do all in their
power to ensure that technological innova-
tions are used to maintain and strengthen the
quality of instruction that is central to the mis-
sion of Eastern Illinois University.
In other business, the vice president of aca-
demic affairs search committee is trying to use
the networking of faculty for the search’s ben-
efit.
John Best, senate member, said “The spe-
cific call is if you know anyone who would be
interested in the Vice President for Academic
Affairs position contact Bonnie Irwin.”
Also, the senate is set to meet with Rep.
Dale Righter, R-Mattoon, at next Tuesday’s
meeting.  
Input
from Page 1
“I hate it because they are tak-
ing away HBO,” Felthous said.
Another student does not like
the changes because she will miss
television shows HBO plays.
“I don’t like it because I cannot
watch ‘Sex in the City’ anymore,”
said Amanda King, a sophomore
journalism major.
Jessica Personette, a sopho-
more journalism major, agreed.
“I’d rather have HBO instead of
this new movie channel, so I can
watch ‘Sex in the City’ and ‘The
Sopranos,’” she said. 
Many feel inconvenienced now
as a result of the new wiring.  
“I got back from break and had
no cable. ‘Titanic’ was on TV, and
all I wanted to do was relax and
watch it,” Personette said.
Jason Baugh, a senior math
major, is upset the cable does not
work now. 
“The changes are fine with me;
I just want to be able to watch
some TV now,” he said.
Some students remained opti-
mistic about the new cable lineup.  
Carly Houston, a junior family
and consumer sciences major,
believes the changes will be for the
better.  
“It’s good because the new line-
up gives you more choices,”
Houston said.
Other students do not know
what to think of the new cable
lineup. 
“I’ll miss the shows, but they
are offering good movies, so I
think it will be better,” said
Melissa Huston, a junior journal-
ism major.
Despite the mixed reviews, the
new cable lineup will be in effect
Dec. 28 after the current cable
contract ends and TCI becomes
the new cable provider.  
Changes
from Page 1
METROPOLIS (AP) — Three
years and countless draft beers
after Steve Ginger opened
Shooter’s Bar and Grill here, he’s
waiting for city officials to clarify a
detail of local law: is alcohol legal
or illegal?
An answer might be a long time
coming. While some residents of
this small southern Illinois town
recall voters in one area gave liquor
the boot in the 1950s - or was it the
late 40s? - city officials aren’t sure.
They can’t find the paperwork that
proves any referendum on booze
took place.
“We’re very confused about the
whole thing,” said Mayor Beth
Clanahan, who is also Metropolis’
liquor commissioner.
The confusion began last
month, when the Massac County
Commission denied a liquor
license application filed by the
Metropolis Country Club. The
denial soon brought on complaints,
Clanahan says. Some local alco-
hol-serving businesses, residents
grumbled, weren’t supposed to
have liquor licenses, either.
Officials unsure about alcohol ban 
For example, animals are loyal and
trust their master. They also expect to
be trusted, such as in guarding the
house.  
Students agreed that humans are
not as trusting as animals are.
“As a whole, we distrust until we
finally trust and when we do, we
keep trusting even when we
shouldn’t,” Cox said.
Animals exhibit respect in their
behavior. Dogs will be respectful and
not go to the bathroom in the house
and will follow their master’s com-
mand.
“Animals usually have a positive
regard for all humans. Most humans
do not have a positive regard for
everyone. I think that as humans, we
tend to respect only the people who
are most like us. We fear those who
are unlike us,” Cox said.
Students were asked which ani-
mal they think most resembles
humans. Most students said chim-
panzees resemble humans the most.
“Chimpanzees resemble humans
most in behavior but not in their
emotions.  Elephants resemble
humans the most by far. Most
researchers agree they experience
almost all the feelings that humans
do but again, show them better,” Cox
said.
Animals
from Page 1
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Direction:
I-57 Notrh
Take Market Street Exit
75¢ Coors Light
Drafts
Happy Hour & 1/2
4:30-6:00pm
Hot Wings 10¢
Appetizers
$1.00 Off!With drink purchase
Come 
in 
and ge
t to kno
w us! 
Lube, oil and filters for
$16.00 + tax
3 4 5 - 2 1 3 0
417 Madison Ave.
Be r emember ed. 
Get a yearbook
portrait.
Tuesday, Nov. 28
thru Friday, Dec. 1 
in the Bookstor e
Lobby.
,
Volleyball team closes another chapter
Eric Wolters/ Assoc. photo editor
Junior middle hitter Marcia Hahn reaches for a block against Indiana State Oct.
31 in Lantz Gym. The Panthers captured a third place finish in the OVC tourney.
By Kristin Rojek
Sports editor
After a disappointing third place
finish in the Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament, the volleyball team
reflects on the season and looks for-
ward to the spring season and new
faces in the fall.
Eastern advanced to the semifi-
nals following a 3-1 defeat against
Murray State, but saw the reverse in
semifinals with a 3-1 loss to
Tennessee-Martin.
“I think in the first round we felt
good about our victory with Murray
State and that we had good control,”
head coach Brenda Winkeler said.
“Our defense was very good and
overall we had a great team effort.
“Martin was a close difference of
two points. They played extremely
well and we had a hard time stopping
their middle on defense. We could
have had a better performance and
done better at the tournament, so it
was disappointing to finish third.”
Eastern now enters its off-season
to take time for conditioning and
strength work. A spring season will
begin in February for the Panthers
where they will get to see competi-
tion once again.
The Panthers return six seniors,
four of whom are starters back for
next season. Junior middle hitters
Leslie Przekwas, First Team All-
OVC team, and Carrie Stevens,
Second Team All-OVC will continue
to lead the team into their senior year.
They will be joined by juniors Amy
Heimann, Marcia Hahn, Rebecca
Ooyen and Kim DeMage.
“Most of the juniors have been
here since 1998 when we won the
conference tournament, so they know
what to do to get there,” Wunder said.
“They are a great mixture and all
bring something to offer.”
They will be balanced by the new
faces Eastern has recruited for the fall
2001 season. Winkeler signed two
players to a National Letter of Intent
on the first day of the early signing
period while bring in an additional
recruit one week later.
Setter Lindsay Perkins is to join
the Panthers from Fox River Grove
having played for Cary-Grove High
School with Panther outside hitter
Karen Liss. Perkins broke the Cary-
Grove career assist record earlier this
season. Perkins was a two-time All-
Fox Valley Conference pick in addi-
tion to receiving All-Area honors
from the Daily Herald.
Perkins will be joined by setter
Shannon Winkeler, cousin of head
coach Brenda Winkeler. Winkeler
will join the Panthers from Bartelso,
playing for Breese Mater Dei High
School. Winkeler was a two-time
Belleville News Democrat All-Area
pick and twice named First Team at
the Quincy Notre Dame High School
Tournament.
Erica Gerth also signed to play
with the Panthers from El Paso High
School. The 5-foot-10-inch outside
hitter was a three-time unanimous
pick as First Team All-Mid State
Conference and El Paso’s most valu-
able player. Gerth also earned honors
as a two-time All-American at the
Junior Olympic Nationals.
“We needed to get people in to
help on ball control,” Winkeler said.
“The two setters will give variety. The
people coming in will make us a
stronger team.”
Sports
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WEDNESDAY SPECIALS
Heineken
Drafts
$1.00
Rolling Rock
Bottles
$1.50
Wednesday at
EXOTIC TROPICAL 
PITCHERS
Plus $2 22oz. Big Lite Bottles
...
Featurin
g the
Hot 
$5
DJ Beeker
The Union Bowling Special
Wednesday and Thursday
6:00—10:30 pm
Sunday red pin bowling
4:00—10:30 pm
for more information 
call 581-7457
Union Bowling Lanes
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Union
75¢ Bowlingand freeshoe rental
**WEDNESDAY**
Ladies Cut Prime Rib..........7.95
W alleye Platter....................4.50
Broccoli Chicken Alfredo.....7.95
Drink Special
Canadian Club Mixers.........2.00
SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News
Tommy Boy
EIU PHARMACY
A NOTE TO OUR LADIES WHO TAKE ORAL CONTRACEPTIVES
DON’T FORGET TO BUY ENOUGH OF YOUR 
CONTRACEPTIVES BEFORE CHRISTMAS BREAK!
PHARMACY AND HEALTH SERVICE WILL BE CLOSED
DECEMBER 23RD THROUGH JANUARY 1ST
WE WILL REOPEN FOR BUSINESS ON TUESDAY,
JANUARY 2ND AT 8AM
Scoreboard
EIU CALENDAR 
Today
5:15 p.m.– Women’s basketball
home opener vs. Western Illinois,
Lantz Gym
7:10 p.m. – Men’s basketball vs.
McKendree College, Lantz Gym
Thursday 
No events scheduled
NFL
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T
Miami 9 3 0
N.Y. Jets 8 4 0
Buffalo 7 5 0
Indianapolis 7 5 0
New England 3 9 0
Central
W L T
Tennessee 9 3 0
Baltimore 9 4 0
Pittsburgh 6 6 0
Jacksonville 5 7 0
Cleveland 3 10 0
Cincinnati 2 10 0
West
W L T
Oakland 10 2 0
Denver 8 4 0
Kansas City 5 7 0
Seattle 4 8 0
San Diego 1 11 0
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W L T
Philadelphia 9 4 0
N.Y. Giants 8 4 0
Washington 7 5 0
Dallas 4 8 0
Arizona 3 9 0
Central
W L T
Minnesota 10 2 0
Detroit 8 4 0
Tampa Bay 7 5 0
Green Bay 5 6 0
Chicago 3 9 0
West
W L T
New Orleans 8 4 0
St. Louis 8 4 0
Carolina 4 7 0
San Francisco 4 8 0
Atlanta 3 10 0
NBA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L GB
Philadelphia 11 2 —
New York 8 6 3 1/2
Boston 6 7 5
New Jersey 6 7 5
Miami 5 8 6
Orlando 5 9 6 1/2
Washington 4 10 7 1/2
Central Division
W L GB
Cleveland 9 4 —
Toronto 8 5 1
Charlotte 9 6 1
Indiana 6 6 2 1/2
Detroit 5 9 4 1/2
Milwaukee 3 9 5 1/2
Atlanta 2 12 7 1/2
Chicago 1 12 8
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W L GB
Utah 10 3 —
San Antonio 9 4 1
Dallas 9 5 1 1/2
Houston 8 6 2 1/2
Minnesota 7 6 3
Denver 7 7 3 1/2
Vancouver 5 8 5
Pacific Division
W L GB
Phoenix 10 3 —
Sacramento 9 3 1/2
L.A. Lakers 9 4 1
Portland 10 5 1
Seattle 6 9 5
Golden State 4 10 6 1/2
L.A. Clippers 4 10 6 1/2
Today’s Games
Washington at Philadelphia, 7 p.m.
Utah at Orlando, 7:30 p.m.
Toronto at Charlotte, 7:30 p.m.
New Jersey at Detroit, 7:30 p.m.
Miami at New York, 8 p.m.
Denver at Minnesota, 8 p.m
Sacramento at San Antonio, 8:30 p.m.
Phoenix at Vancouver, 10 p.m.
Golden State at L.A. Clippers,
10:30 p.m.
NHL
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L T
Pittsburgh 11 7 3
New Jersey 11 8 3
N.Y. Rangers 12 11 0
Philadelphia 10 9 4
N.Y. Islanders 6 11 2
Northeast Division
W L T
Ottawa 12 7 4
Toronto 12 7 3
Buffalo 12 6 2
Boston 7 11 3
Montreal 6 15 2
Southeast Division
W L T
Tampa Bay 8 9 2
Carolina 8 10 3
Washington 6 10 6
Atlanta 5 8 6
Florida 5 9 4
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W L T
St. Louis 15 4 3
Detroit 14 8 1
Nashville 8 9 5
Chicago 7 12 2
Columbus 7 15 1
Northwest Division
W L T
Colorado 16 4 3
Edmonton 14 9 3
Vancouver 12 7 3
Minnesota 7 12 4
Calgary 5 11 5
Pacific Division
W L T
Dallas 13 5 3
Phoenix 12 6 6
San Jose 13 5 2
Los Angeles 11 7 6
Anaheim 8 11 4
COLLEGE
Men’s Basketball
Ohio Valley Conference Standings
OVC Overall
Austin Peay 0-0 4-0
Morehead State 0-0 2-0
Tennessee-Martin 0-0 2-0
Murray State 0-0 1-0
SEMO 0-0 4-1
Eastern Kentucky 0-0 1-1
Tennessee Tech 0-0 1-3
Eastern Illinois 0-0 0-2
Today’s Games
Southeast Missouri at Mississippi
Valley, 7 p.m.
Tennessee-Martin at Memphis, 7 p.m.
McKendree at Eastern, 7:10 p.m.
Women’s Basketball
Ohio Valley Conference Standings
OVC Overall
Tennessee-Martin 0-0 3-1
Eastern Kentucky 0-0 2-1
Murray State 0-0 2-2
Southeast Missouri0-0 2-2
Eastern Illinois 0-0 1-2
Tennessee-Tech 0-0 1-2
Austin Peay 0-0 1-3
Tennessee State 0-0 0-3
Today’s Game
Indiana State at Eastern, 5:15 p.m.
W. Carolina at Tennessee State,
6pm
Alabama A&Mat Austin Peay, 7 p.m.
Murray State at Vanderbilt, 7 p.m.
Lipscomb at Southeast Missouri, 7 p.m.
Tennessee Tech at Southern Illinois,
7 p.m.
TRANSACTIONS
BASEBALL
American League
CHICAGO WHITE SOX—Named
Dennis Gilbert as special assistant
to chairman Jerry Reinsdorf.
National League
CHICAGO CUBS—Named Bob
Grimes athletic trainer for Iowa of
the PCL, Mike LaMere trainer for
West Tenn of the Southern
League, Steve Melendez trainer for
Daytona of the FSL, Taleen
Noradoukian trainer for Lansing of
the Midwest League, Steve Aydt
trainer for Boise of the Northwest
League and Greg Keuter trainer for
Mesa of the Arizona League.
FLORIDA MARLINS—Named Mike
Tosar south Florida scouting
supervisor.
MILWAUKEE BREWERS—Re-
signed RHP Curtis Leskanic to a
three-year contract.
PITTSBURGH PIRATES—Named
Russ Nixon catching instructor and
Milt May minor league hitting
instructor. Named Jeff Livesey hit-
ting coach, Darold Knowles pitch-
ing coach and Carl Randolph train-
er of Nashville of the PCL.
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
ATLANTA HAWKS—Activated G
Dion Glover from the injured list.
BOSTON CELTICS—Activated G
Randy Brown from the injured list.
Placed C Mark Blount on the
injured list.
LOS ANGELES CLIPPERS—
Placed G Earl Boykins on the
injured list.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS—
Signed LB Antico Dalton to the
practice squad. Waived FB Chris
Floyd.
NEW YORK JETS—Signed RB-KR
Leon Johnson. Waived TE
Jermaine Wiggins.
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
COLUMBUS BLUE JACKETS—
Assigned D Rakim Bicanek to
Syracuse of the AHL.
DETROIT RED WINGS—Loaned
G Aren Miller to Toledo of the
ECHL. Loaned F Jason Williams to
Cincinnati of the AHL. Recalled F
Yuri Butsayev from Cincinnati and
G Jason Elliott from Houston of the
IHL.
PHOENIX COYOTES—Recalled D
Joel Bouchard from Grand Rapids
of the IHL. Recalled G Patrick
DesRochers from Springfield of the
AHL.
International Hockey League
CHICAGO WOLVES—Signed C
Todd Robinson.
East Coast Hockey League
WHEELING NAILERS—
Announced the retirement of D
Sean Seyferth.
Central Hockey League
WICHITA THUNDER—Traded LW
Kris Schultz to Columbus for D
Kamil Kurlplach.
United Hockey League
MOHAWK VALLEY PROWLERS—
Named C Kevin Todd assistant
coach.
RACING
NASCAR—Named Mike Helton
president.
COLLEGE
DARTMOUTH—Announced Ellen
O’Neil, women’s cross country
coach and assistant track coach,
will take a leave of absence from
January to June, 2001. Named
Kristin Manwaring interim assistant
track coach.
MONTCLAIR STATE—Named
Roman J. Uschak assistant sports
information director.
ON THIS DAY
1890 – Navy beats Army 24-0 in
their first matchup.
1934 – The Detroit Lions play their
first traditional Thanksgiving Day
home game and lose to the
Chicago Bears 19-16.
1987 – The New Orleans Saints
hold off the Pittsburgh Steelers 20-
16 to assure themselves their first
winning season in their 20-year
history.
1987 – The Edmonton Eskimos
defeat the Toronto Argonauts 38-
36 to win the 75th CFL Grey Cup.
1992 – New York Jets defensive
end Dennis Byrd is paralyzed in
his lower body after colliding with
teammate Scott Mersereau in a
23-7 loss to the Kansas City
Chiefs.
1995 – Grant Fuhr becomes the
11th NHL goalie to win 300 games
as the St. Louis Blues beat
Winnipeg 4-1.
1998 – Miami’s Dan Marino
becomes the first player to throw
400 career TD passes, passing for
255 yards and three TDs in the
Dolphins’ 30-10 win against New
Orleans.
Big Ten announces
best offensive player
PARK RIDGE, Ill. (AP) –
Purdue quarterback Drew Brees
was named Tuesday the Big Ten
offensive player of the year and
placed atop the All-Big Ten
team chosen by coaches and a
media panel.
Brees, a two-time First Team
honoree, led Purdue to a share
of the Big Ten title and a trip to
the Rose Bowl.
He holds conference records
for passing attempts in a season
and career, completions in a sea-
son and career, yards in a season
and career, touchdowns in a sea-
son and career and total offense
in a season and career.
Wisconsin defensive back
Jamar Fletcher — conference
leader in career interception
return yards and interceptions
returned for touchdowns— was
named defensive player of the
year, and Purdue defensive back
Stuart Schweigert was named
freshman of the year by both
panels.
The media panel selected
Randy Walker of Northwestern
as coach of the year.
Walker, in his second season
at Northwestern, led the
Wildcats to a share of the Big
Ten title and a spot in the Alamo
Bowl, its first bowl appearance
in four years.
Coaches named Michigan
guard Steve Hutchinson, a four-
time First Team All-Conference
honoree, as offensive lineman of
the year. Defensive lineman of
the year honors will be shared
by Wisconsin tackle Wendell
Bryant and Minnesota end
Karon Riley.
Favre’s supporting
cast begins to falter
(AP) – Green Bay Packers
defensive lineman Santana
Dotson’s season is over.
The Packers’ locker room
leader and pillar of consistency
partially tore the quadriceps ten-
don just above his right knee in
the second quarter of Green
Bay’s loss at Carolina on
Monday night. 
General manager Ron Wolf
said tests Tuesday revealed that
the nine-year veteran needs an
operation and an offseason of
rehabilitation to be ready for the
2001 season.
Meanwhile, Brett Favre
needs another cast, and not the
type he wore on his badly
sprained left foot two weeks
ago. In spite of all his injuries,
Favre has regained his form.
Defense questions
key witness in trial
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) –
Rae Carruth’s lawyer tried to
discredit the testimony of a key
witness Tuesday, questioning
whether he heard Carruth’s
girlfriend scream as she was
shot.
The cross-examination by
David Rudolf delved into near-
ly every statement Michael
Eugene Kennedy made last
week in the murder trial of the
former NFL player. Kennedy
has said he heard Cherica
Adams screaming.
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Lantz Gym welcomes Panthers home
Eric Wolters/ Staff photographer
Eastern guard Rod Henry looks for an open pass against two Western Illinois players
Monday night in Lantz Gym.
By Derek Cuculich
Staff writer
The Eastern men’s basketball team will look to
make two consecutive victories  as they welcome
McKendree College to Lantz Gymnasium tonight
at 7:10 p.m.
McKendree is not a team that the Panthers can
take lightly. They enter the game with an impressive
7-2 record and ranked 11th in the NAIA Division 1.
The Bearcats are returning three starters from
last year’s 25-8 squad and have already notched vic-
tories over two top ten ranked NAIA squads,
including knocking off No. 1 Life University from
Georgia 104-86 last month.
“They are as talented, if not more talented than
Western Illinois,” senior guard Matt Britton said. “It
should be a good game.”
The Bearcats are led by senior guard Nic Stotler
and junior forward Darnell Flake. Stotler comes off
a career high 34 points while Flake set a career high
17 rebounds in a game against Camblesville
University on Monday night.  
“It’s going to be important that we play as hard
as we possibly can,” Britton said. “They are going
to come in here with a point to prove.”
The Panthers will continue to look to their big
three of Kyle Hill, Henry Domercant, and Britton
for offensive fire power, but they will also be look-
ing for more support off the bench.
“We need Rod Henry to continue to feel com-
fortable.” head coach Rick Samuels said. “He’s a
good defender and he’ll battle you.”
Eastern will look to have its whole team back
healthy after a community battle with the flu over
its two game road trip.
“I thank God that we are able to get all of our
player back this week after the flu,” Britton said.
“Henry, Kyle, Jessie – a lot of us had it – but we all
took care of each other and now we’re back.”
Now the Panthers will be able to concentrate on
getting another win under their belt and prepare for
Ohio Valley Conference play. 
By Kristin Rojek
Sports editor
The women’s basketball team returns
home to host Indiana State in its first
home game of the regular season tonight
in Lantz Gym at 5:15 p.m.
Eastern (1-2) returns from a three-
game road trip last week, ending with a
84-46 loss Sunday to No. 8 Iowa State.
The Panthers opened the season with a
106-59 loss to Missouri while picking up
their first win at Bradley 68-67.
Indiana State heads into Lantz Gym
tonight with an identical 1-2 record. The
Sycamores opened their season at home
with a 76-74 loss to Wright State while
heading on the road for a 67-57 win over
the University of North Carolina-
Wilmington. Most recent, Indiana State
traveled to Colorado State where it fell to
an 85-57 loss.
“This is a team that can get after it
offensively and have a good inside and
outside game,” Eastern head coach
Linda Wunder said.
The Sycamores have been led offen-
sively by senior forward Kiwana Battle
in two of their last three games, scoring
a team-high 17 points against UNC-
Wilmington.
Eastern has its offensive leaders as
well, as seniors Angie Russell and Renee
Schaul turned in top scoring perfor-
mances at Missouri and Bradley with 13
and 17 points respectively. Freshman
Pam O’Connor earned a team-high 14
points against Iowa State. O’Connor and
Russell join freshman Lauren Dailey in
team-high rebounds during the first three
games of the season.
The Panthers are looking for the
home advantage for the first time since
Nov. 12 when Eastern faced its second
exhibition game against the Ohio
Premier All-Stars.
“It’ll be fun to be at home,” Wunder
said. “Hopefully they will respond well
to being at home.”
The Panthers are hoping to continue
its performance from the Iowa State
game Sunday. The number of turnovers
continue to fall as Eastern committed 33
against Missouri, 25 at Bradley and just
18 at Iowa State.
Offensively, Eastern is determined to
improve its shooting, having shot a mere
34 percent against Iowa State.
“We need to shoot better than we did
at Iowa State,” Wunder said. “I think we
need to do a better job in the boards. I
think we have better rebounding ability
than the numbers show.”
Eastern continues to build from game
to game early in the season and plenty of
work has been done between its contest
with Iowa State and tonight’s game
against Indiana State.
“We’ve worked on defense and what
we need to do,which is stop their execu-
tion,” Wunder said. “We also need to
make sure we’re getting good shots.”
Sara Figiel/ Photo editor
Freshman guard Lauren Dailey looks past the wall of Club Volna players for an open teammate during
Eastern’s first exhibition game of the season Nov. 4. The Panthers open their season at home tonight in Lantz.
Eastern seeks back-to-back winsAthletes support
charity drive
tonight in Lantz
By Kristin Rojek
Sports editor
The Office of Academic Services for Student
Athletes has organized a Thanks-4-Giving food,
clothing and etc. drive/giveaway tonight during the
men’s and women’s basketball games in Lantz Gym.
“We’re trying to get the student athletes involved
in community service with projects for sports on and
off season,” said Yolanda Williams, director of acad-
emic services.
The student athletes, in conjunction with the
Coalition of Domestic Violence and the Coles
County Homeless Shelter will be accepting any food,
clothing or household items such as garbage bags or
cleaning detergents at the 5:15 p.m. women’s basket-
ball game tonight until halftime of the 7:10 p.m.
men’s basketball game.
Each donator will receive a raffle ticket per item
contributed to the drive. The assistant director of the
Coalition of Domestic Violence will pull raffle ticket
holders during the halftime of the men’s basketball
game and the winners will receive $25 gift certifi-
cates to Wilb Walkers Superfoods.
“We’ll take whatever we can,” Williams said.
“Winter clothing is the big need with the cold weath-
er now.”
Williams has been involved with other projects
with the student athletes, such as the student athletes
passing out ribbons in support of the Mothers
Against Drunk Driving organization during the
Family Weekend football game.
“We want the student athletes to get more
involved within the university and the community at
the games,” Williams said.
Fans can donate food, clothing
and other items during men’s
and women’s basketball games
Men’s basketball team hosts McKendree College following win over Western
Women’s basketball team hosts Indiana
State for first regular season home game
